The 2007 UNC-CH Spring Linguistics Colloquium

Saturday, March 24, 2007  Dey Hall
8:30am – 5:30pm  presentations in room 305
                               posters and refreshments in room 304

8:30  Breakfast and Poster Session
     *posters will be on display throughout the day*

9:30  On the Resilience of Edgerton's Law
     *Marc Pierce*, University of Michigan

10:00  Second Language Acquisition of Spanish by Morpheme Type
     *Daniel J. Smith*, Clemson University and *Manuel Morales*, Bethel College

10:30  Break

10:45  Language Game Evidence for Prosodic Principles and Output-Output Faithfulness
     *Melissa Frazier* and *Eduardo Hugo Gil*, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

11:15  **Invited Speaker** (invited by underling)
     Mediating the Syntax and Semantics of Control
     *Stanley Dubinsky*, University of South Carolina

12:15  Lunch
     *please join us at 35 Chinese, 143 W. Franklin St.*

2:15  Analyzing the Korean Laryngeal Contrast: Evidence from Cross-Linguistic Perception
     *Charles B. Chang*, University of California, Berkeley

2:45  The Third Factor and Properties of Syntactic Merge
     *Alona Soschen*, MIT

3:15  Toward a Variationist Analysis of Pause
     *Tyler Kendall*, Duke University

3:45  Break

4:00  A Unified Analysis of Temporal and Non-temporal *made* 'until' in Japanese
     *Kiyomi Kusumoto*, Hirosaki Gakuin University

4:30  **Keynote Address**
     A Language on the Edge: Irish and the Theory of Grammar
     *James McCloskey*, University of California, Santa Cruz
     *presented by Randall Hendrick, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill*

*This event funded at least in part by the Graduate and Professional Student Federation, the Marc Adam Eisdorfer Endowment fund, and the Department of Linguistics.*